
 
 

Amain   at full speed, with full force 

Abeyance   temporary suppression or suspension 

Abhor   really hate someone, loathe, abominate 

Abridge   to make shorter, or reduce duration, cut off 

Acrimony   ill feeling or bitterness 

Absolute   change or adjustment to improve 

Accommodation   adaptation to fulfill a need  

Adaptation   change or adjustment to improve 

Adage   birds of a feather flock together  

Aphorism   brief statement embodying the truth 

Adroit   skillful, resourceful  

Admonition   counsel, advise, warn someone about his or her 

behavior 

Agile   active and lively  

Acrobatic   good balance, agility, coordination 

Aerobic   help the body use oxygen 

Aim   point or target 

Allude   hint at, refer to 

Allotment   portions or share granted 

Amend   to alter, modify, rephrase, change for the better 

or improve 

Arduous   hard to do, difficult 



Appoint   assign a job or role to 

Assimilate   to conform and adjust, understand fully 

Absorb   to take in or soak up  

Astonish   fill with great surprise or amazement  

Assuage   to soothe, calm, or relieve 

Attest   to confirm to be true 

Atonement   satisfaction or reparation for a wrong or injury, 

reconciliation or agreement 

Attrition   reduction or decrease, wear down over time 

Avarice   greed or great desire to be rich   

Avocation   activity done regularly 

Amity   mutual understanding, peaceful relationship 

between people or countries 

Axiom  universally accepted rule or principle, wise 

saying of the word “birds of a feather” 

Ample   more than enough 

Abyss   an extremely deep hole 

Absconded   leave quickly and secretly 

Astute   someone clever 

Assent   express approval or agreement 

Advantageous   beneficial, helpful, useful 

       

 



Baccate   bearing berries, berrylike 

Banish   to force out or away 

Bandy   to pass from one to another back and forth; 

bandy gossip, pass information back and forth 

between people 

Barrage   an overwhelming quantity or explosion, huge 

number of things happening all at once 

Beckon   a signal, summon, or direct by a gesture of the 

head or hand 

Benevolent   desire to do good for others, generous, 

charitable 

Bestow   to present as gift, give, provide 

Blemish   imperfection, flaw; to damage or spoil the 

perfection of 

Boisterous   noisy and rowdy 

Brash   Self-confident, arrogant, cocky 

Brawn   strong muscles, muscular 

Braw   very attractive or fine 

Burrow   a hole in the ground made by an animal for 

shelter 

Burden   something that is carried or difficult to bear 

Broach   to bring up a subject 

Banal   something common or overused 



  Cache   a collection of items of the same type, temporary 

space or memory 

Canny   someone shrewd, clever or careful with money 

Cajole   to persuade with false promise  

Coax   to persuade or urge in a nice way  

Caterwaul   to haul or screech like a cat  

Clandestine   something that is done in secret 

Covert   covering, a shelter or a place to hide 

Chasm   deep cleft in earth’s surface 

Chide   criticize someone so they can correct a fault 

Chimera   an illusion or foolish fantasy 

Chronicle   a record of things that have happened 

Circumspect   cautious and unwilling to take risks      

Corpulent   a person who is obese or overweight 

Commuted   to ride or dive a long distance  

Conceit   pride in oneself, arrogance  

Concur   multiple things happening at the same time 

Coincide   happen at the same time 

Conducive   promoting making a certain situation or income 

possible  

Conductive   something that has the property or capability of 

conducting 

Contentious   argumentative or a situation where there is 



disagreement   

Condense   smaller or less volume 

Commission   command or duty given to a person or group of 

people 

Conviction   the act of convicting someone upon finding 

them guilty in court of law 

Clamorous   loud or noise  

 

Deviation   wandering away from the accepted standard 

Detest   really hating something or someone or intensely 

dislike 

Debilitating   wearing down or weakening something  

Discourteous   not courteous, impolite, rude, disrespectful 

Proverb   short popular saying, “birds of a feather…” 

Proximate   nearest, close by 

Quarrel   fight or dispute 

Reparation   payment made for a wrong or an injury  

Erosion   processes by which rock, sand, and soil or 

broken  

Greed   great desire for more wealth and possessions 

than one needs or deserves  

Truism   a truth that is so well known that it is almost 

unnecessary  



Ensign   a flag or banner  

Trite   rubbed or worn by use, overused. 

Shrew   a bad tempered or aggressively assertive 

woman or small mammal resembling a mouse 

Tarnish   diminish or destroy purity 

Indistinct   clearly defined or delineated vague, blurred  

Unwary   unaware of danger not watchful  

Inattentive   not paying attention  

Gorge   narrow space between rocky cliffs, small canyon 

Scold   to criticize someone for something  

Reprimand   to find fault with and criticize  

Intricacy   very complex or complicated 

Posture   the position of a body while standing or sitting  

Vinegary   disagreeable character or manner  

Wheedle   sweet talking, soothing words 

 


